The Fund for Excellence for Developmental Education at HACC
https://youtu.be/2Msx_g9T2Xs
[Fade in on two shot of TIMOTHY SMITH, HACC Lancaster Campus Assistant Director, Tutoring and Testing, InClass Tutoring Program Developer and Coordinator, and LORI CORRADIONO, HACC Lancaster Campus Director,
Tutoring and Testing, sitting at table]
[Fade in music]
TIMOTHY SMITH
My name is Timothy Smith. I'm the assistant director at HACC Lancaster's
[Cut to close up of TIMOTHY speaking]
TIMOTHY
tutoring and testing department and I'm also the in-class tutoring program developer and coordinator.
[Cut to two shot of TIMOTHY and LORI]
LORI
And I'm Lori Corradino. I am the Campus Director
[Cut to close up of LORI speaking]
LORI
for Lancaster's tutoring and testing and I oversee the in-class tutoring program.
[Cut to two shot of TIMOTHY and LORI]
TIMOTHY
The Fund for Excellence
[Cut to close up of TIMOTHY speaking]
TIMOTHY
for Developmental Education is really going to open up some doors for us to be able to continue
[Cut to shot of instructor working with a student in class]
TIMOTHY VO
to expand on the innovative initiative that is in-class
[Cut to close up of instructor of previous shot]
TIMOTHY VO
tutoring. We've
[Cut to close up of hands of instructor and student on notebook from previous shots]
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TIMOTHY VO
started that on the Lancaster campus. We got an interest on other campuses.
[Cut to shot of instructor working with another student]
LORI VO
You know we definitely see this program making an impact in the success of students
[Cut to close up shot of a student]
LORI VO
keeping them on the right track and keeping them retained
[Cut to shot of instructor working with another student]
LORI VO
so that they can get their degrees
[Cut to close up shot of LORI speaking]
LORI
and move forward.
[Cut to two shot of TIMOTHY and LORI]
TIMOTHY
But in class tutoring is just one example of
[Cut to close up of TIMOTHY speaking]
TIMOTHY
what the Funds for Excellence can do for us as a college
[Cut to photo of tutoring center with tutors and students working together]
TIMOTHY VO
as we look to roll out new initiatives and student success
[Cut to photo of a tutor working with a student in the tutoring lab]
TIMOTHY VO
programming. One of the things I'm excited about is
[Cut to photo of tutoring center with a math tutor and two students working together]
TIMOTHY VO
a new math emporium model.
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[Cut to photo of a math tutor and a student working together]
TIMOTHY VO
They're just getting started, they've been piloting it on a few campuses
[Cut to photo of a math tutoring table with four tutors and four students working together]
TIMOTHY VO
and looking to drastically expand that.
LORI VO
And I would say the Funds
[Cut to two shot of TIMOTHY and LORI]
LORI
for Excellence for Developmental Education is so critical
[Cut to shot of two students in class]
LORI VO
because those are the students who are just getting started. Often they just want to give up.
[Cut to shot of four students in class]
LORI VO
They see so many credits ahead of them and they don't see
[Cut to shot of three students in class]
LORI VO
all the support that's there for them. So all of these mechanisms can really make a huge impact
[Cut to shot of a student working on a laptop computer]
LORI VO
and a huge difference in their lives.
[Cut to two shot of TIMOTHY and LORI]
TIMOTHY
Please join us in giving to the Fund for Excellence for Developmental Education.
[Music fades out]
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